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Thank you for displaying interest in
Mc Aesthetics Cosmetic Training.
Renowned for our work with an impressive following
& celebrity clientele, our bespoke courses have been
carefully tailored in order to deliver the skills and artistry
you require to bring the signature Mc Aesthetics look
to your own VIP client list.
Our courses offer everything you need to successfully
begin your journey into the aesthetic industry. We also
offer Masterclass courses for those already quali ed
that want to refresh knowledge/ skills or simply learn
our signature Mc Aesthetics advanced techniques.
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LIP AUGMENTATION
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?

Course Objectives

· 2 days in depth training

· To equip you with the skills required to provide safe
and ethical medical aesthetic treatments - inclusive

· Theory and practical hands on experience
(guaranteed 10 models)

of patient analysis, facial assessment &
consultation skills
· To introduce hyaluronic acid dermal llers

· Gain certi cation and a recognised quali cation

· To provide you with the practical guidance to help
you become comfortable with Lip Augmentation

· Receive accreditation including your name and
company promoted on our of cial Mc website

including pre, during and post treatment aftercare
· To enable you to identify potential complications and
recognise how to deal with these alongside

· Ongoing mentorship, advice & support

emergency situations
· To provide guidance and support in terms of building

· Choice of group courses or private 1:1 tuition

a successful new business and marketing advice
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LIP AUGMENTATION
Prices
Beginner Group Course (2 days)

We also offer a MASTERCLASS for practitioners

£1750 + VAT

already quali ed in the eld but that would like to
learn our Mc Aesthetics advanced signature
techniques.

Beginner 1:1 Personal Tuition (2 days)

£1750 + VAT (half day with 5 models)

£3200 + VAT

£2600 + VAT (full day with 10 models)

Beginners Group £895 + VAT

Mc

1:1 Tuition £1650 + VAT
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Discount available when multiple
courses booked, please enquire

TOXIN
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?

Course Objectives

· 1 day in-depth training

We will give you the knowledge and skills to assess,
inject and understand the pharmacology of

· Begin to understand the ageing process

botulinum toxin. There is in depth education of the
anatomy including vectors and how they play a huge

· In depth theory and Practical with hands

role when assessing the face for the desired results.

on experience
The areas covered include frown lines, forehead
· Gain Certi cation and a recognised quali cation

lines, crows feet and bunny lines. You will
understand the ageing process and be able to

· Receive accreditation including your name
and company promoted on our of cial Mc Website
· Ongoing mentorship, advice and support

choose the correct dosage of toxin for the most
effective results.
We aim to transform you into a con dent practitioner
who can manage any complications or undesired
results if they do occur.

Beginners Group £895 + VAT
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Discount available when multiple
courses booked, please enquire

DERMAL FILLERS
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?

Course Objectives

· 1 day in-depth training

You will begin to understand the science behind the
ageing process and what injectable llers are, and

· Begin to understand the ageing process

how to use them to their full potential for
outstanding results.

· In depth theory and Practical with hands
on experience

A full face assessment process is our unique way of
making you understand how the face is being

· Gain Certi cation and a recognised quali cation

affected by both internal and external factors and
how you as a practitioner can give the best results to

· Receive accreditation including your name
and company promoted on our of cial Mc Website
· Ongoing mentorship, advice and support

achieve outstanding client satisfaction.

Beginners Group £895 + VAT
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Discount available when multiple
courses booked, please enquire

CHEEK AUGMENTATION
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?

Course Objectives

· A full day tailored to the course objectives

Cheek augmentation is one of the most effective
treatments you can offer within your aesthetics

· In depth theory and Practical with hands
on experience

portfolio. Whether you are restoring or enhancing,
the mid-face is one of the rst areas to deplete of
volume and causes some undesired changes to

· Covering a variety of injection techniques

the face.

for best results
You will learn how to inject safely and in the most
· Gain Certi cation and a recognised quali cation

effective way to give the best results for your clients
needs/wants. We will introduce you to the use of a

· Receive accreditation including your name
and company promoted on our of cial Mc Website

cannula, an advanced was to really de ne, restore
and enhance cheeks in the safest ways possible. We
look at both young v older clients, their expectations

· Ongoing mentorship, advice and support

and how to deliver an outstanding consultation to
prevent complaints and unexpected results.

Beginners Group £895 + VAT
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Discount available when multiple
courses booked, please enquire

CHIN & JAWLINE AUGMENTATION
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?

Course Objectives

· A full day tailored to the course objectives

This course is the next step towards becoming an

· Intermediate course

advanced practitioner. You will learn in depth

· In depth theory and Practical with hands

knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the

on experience
· Managing unrealistic expectations

lower face, mastering product selection for
exceptional results.

· Covering a variety of injection techniques
for best results

Covering both the chin and jawline area individually

· Gain Certi cation and a recognised quali cation

and combined within the course to help you more

· Receive accreditation including your name

than achieve the client's expectations. We discuss

and company promoted on our of cial Mc Website
· Ongoing mentorship, advice and support

both injectable llers and toxin within this course,
giving you the best options for you to decide
con dently on which is the best option for your client.
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Beginners Group £895 + VAT
1:1 Tuition £1650 + VAT
Discount available when multiple
courses booked, please enquire

DERMAPLANING/DERMAROLLING
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?
At Mc Aesthetics, we see the aesthetic journey as a holistic approach.
From lling volume, to relaxing wrinkles and a huge factor is skincare.
As an introduction into skincare, during the dermaplaining/dermaroller
teaching day you will cover the anatomy and physiology of the skin.
What problems can occur with client's skin, and how you can begin
to advise them of how to gain the best from their skin.
You will learn how to help with any acne scarring, dull appearance,
vellus hair removal and skin tightening.
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BESPOKE PACKAGES/1-2-1 TEACHING
Why train with Mc Aesthetics?
Do you desire 1-2-1 support/teaching? Maybe you are already
quali ed in some of the above courses however there are some
aspects you would like to improve?
Contact us for bespoke 1-2-1 training with one of our advanced
practitioners.
We also offer beginners 1:1 training and can tailor bespoke
training courses to suit your requirements
(please contact us for a personalised quote).
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To enquire about our courses, contact us today.
Manchester Clinic Tel. 0161 773 3614 Birmingham Clinic Tel. 0121 355 3322
Email. training@mc-aesthetics

www.mc-aesthetics.co.uk

